Visioning Your Group
Why does LCBC encourage everyone to get in a Group? Do they really make a diﬀerence or is this just
something to add to an already full calendar? Find out why there is power and purpose when we find our
people.

Conversation Starter: Pick one of the questions below to get started.
• Who was your best friend growing up? Are you still connected?
• What is the dumbest thing you did with a group of friends?

Ice Breaker: Emoji Charades
• Download “Emoji Charades” from the App Store or Play Store and have some fun as a group.

Discussion Questions:
Question 1: If you had to pick an emoji to describe how you’re feeling about your season of life, what
would you choose and why?
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Question 2: John said, “When we do life alone, we get weird.” Why is it so important to have other voices and
perspectives in our lives?
Question 3: Finding your people changes everything. What are some things the paralytic experienced because of his
connection with others? Who else benefitted as a result?

Question 4: What is something you are hoping to gain from this Group experience? What do you
hope is different as the result of our meeting together over the next 6-8 weeks?

Values: As a part of a group you can expect to experience these values as you reciprocate them to
those around you.
•
•
•

Belonging - Groups are a place to experience acceptance. It doesn’t matter who you are or what
you’ve done, you are welcome here.
Becoming- We meet together to get better, to grow and change. Throughout our Group experience
we’ll be challenged to take your best next step!
Building- We don’t want to just consume, but contribute. We’ll encourage you to add value to your
circle of influence.

Expectations: By saying yes to this group, you’re agreeing to three things.
•
•
•

Show Up- The only way to benefit from Group is to be here. This Group has committed to meeting
for the next ____ weeks. Life happens, but do what you can to make this time a priority.
Speak Up- When you’re here, engage! You don’t (and shouldn’t) dominate the conversation, but the
Group will benefit from hearing your unique perspective that is shaped by your story.
Get Real- Don’t be afraid to be yourself. We all have shame and shortcomings. While you don’t have
to bear your soul, we’ll always encourage you to be real.

Prayer: Spend a few minutes praying for one another.

